Patterns of use of nonbiomedical medicine services by nonbiomedical medicine providers.
The aim of this study was to characterize the patterns of use of nonbiomedical medicine compared to biomedical medicine among providers of nonbiomedical medicine in order to assess the degree of confidence the providers have in nonbiomedical medicine. Anonymous, self-administered questionnaires were distributed among the providers of care in nonbiomedical medicine clinics in Israel. Ninety-two (92) of 127 questionnaires were completed (73% response rate). Fifty-four percent (54%) were women and 76% were Israeli-born. Nineteen percent (19%) had M.D. degrees and 83% received training in nonbiomedical medicine in Israel. In the course of the 12 months preceding the survey, 62% of the providers were treated by nonbiomedical medicine techniques; of these, 54% chose these techniques as their first treatment of choice. The vast majority (97%) expressed satisfaction with the results of this treatment. Fifty-five percent (55%) stated that they would turn to both nonbiomedical and biomedical medicine in the future for acute medical problems; 28% declared that they would turn first to nonbiomedical medicine, compared to 14%, who said they would turn first to biomedical medicine. A similar result was seen for chronic medical problems. More than two thirds of those who turned to nonbiomedical medicine treatment asked for acupuncture. Eighty-seven percent (87%) of acupuncture providers also preferred this mode of treatment. Providers of nonbiomedical medicine care prefer to combine nonbiomedical and biomedical medicine treatment for their own acute and chronic medical problems. The preferred method of therapy was acupuncture. These patterns of use demonstrate that providers have confidence in these methods of treatment alongside biomedical medicine.